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i Title of research project: HIRAX Beamforming

ii Academic Level: MSc

iii Co-Supervisor: N/A

iv Supervisor’s title and full name: Professor Jonathan Sievers

v Supervisor’s university: University of KwaZulu–Natal

vi Overviews and aims of the research project:

The Hydrogen Intensity and Real-time Analysis eXperiment (HIRAX) is an approximately
1,000 element array with approval from the NRF and funding already in place for 128 ele-
ments. The main science goals are intensity mapping of neutral hydrogen between redshifts
0.8 and 2.5, radio transient searches, pulsar search and monitoring, and high-redshift neutral
hydrogen absorbers. The base design is 1,204 close-packed 6m dishes we plan to site in the
Karoo. This project aims to develop GPU code to form beams for pulsar and fast radio burst
searches. The project is suitable for an MSc degree.

The HIRAX correlator will consist of GPU nodes that will form n2 correlation products for the
neutral hydrogen studies. Separately, we plan to form tied-array beams filling the primary
beam for FRB, pulsar, and hydrogen absorber searches. The beamforming in principle should
only be about 10-15% more work compared to correlation, however this needs to be demon-
strated on GPUs. The goal of this project is to develop that code and test on early hardware. A
prototype array already exists at HartRAO, where the student can begin testing code on real
data immediately.

vii Relevance of Research

The beam-forming pipeline is relevant to Radio Pulsar and Fast-Transient science, instrumen-
tation and data analysis, and Real-time Signal Processing instrumentation for Radio Astron-
omy, specifically using FPGA and GPU platforms.

viii Work breakdown structure:

– Year 1: Learn the basics of GPU programming, develop the math for beamforming, and test
code for brute-force (n3/2) beamformer.
– Year 2: Extend beamformer to track beams on celestial sources, and examine any induced
artifacts. Compare to FFT-based beamforming.

ix Data availability and other resources required:

Much of the work will be pipeline development that can be done without data. We have data
from prototype array at HartRAO available already. There will be pathfinder HIRAX data
available early in the project as well.
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